Discover the Vortex Water Revitalizer
Below you can see the internal design of the Vortex Water. We cut the pipe in order to show you the
inside. All models has this design internally.
This is how the life forming energetic process of vortex induced implosion is facilitated by the Vortex
Water!

The Vortex Water was designed to reverse the unnatural treatment of water happening today and to
solve common water problems and the negative effects they have on our bodies and the environment.
The full product line of Vortex Water have an internal double spiral flow form that simulates the
natural movement of water in nature, like that of a river or stream; creating a powerful vortexing action
in the water. This vortexing movement is found throughout nature in rivers, streams and oceans; it is
always the natural path, of least resistance, that free-flowing water takes in order to keep itself healthy
and full of vitality.
This vortexing action causes implosion in the water. Implosion does a number of things to positively
transform your water:
1. Restores the natural structure, health and vitality to water.
2. Micro-clusters the water molecules.
3. Increases and activates dissolved oxygen in the water.

Micro-Clustered Water
The structure of regular tap water is made up of large clusters of interlinked water molecules. As a
result of the implosion process water is put through as it passes through the Vortex Water Revitalizer,
these water molecules are dispersed into much smaller clusters of water molecules, called microclusters or structured water.
The benefits of Micro-Clustered Water:




Superior in absorption, leading to better hydration.
Improves the taste, feel and quality of the water.
Heavy gases, like chlorine, are released from the hold of the water molecules, causing them to
evaporate from the water when released from a tap.



Increased & Activated Dissolved Oxygen
Increased and activated dissolved oxygen in the water is also the result of the implosion process caused
by the Vortex Water Revitalizer.
The benefits of Increased & Activated Dissolved Oxygen:




Activated dissolved oxygen aggressively interacts with pollutants and toxins in the water,
eliminating, reducing or causing them to be less harmful to the body.
Increased dissolved oxygen creates an inhospitable environment for anaerobic (bad) bacteria,
like E.Coli and Coliform.
Increased dissolved oxygen in the water creates a more hospitable environment for aerobic
(good) bacteria, which aids in the efficient break down of sewage, the decomposing of wastes
and the delivery of nutrients to plants.

The natural movements of water are being simulated in the Vortex Water Revitalizer. This allows
denatured, lifeless tap water to be brought back to its natural state and be instilled with its natural, life
supporting properties. By putting water through its natural flow dynamics, water’s self-cleaning,
antibacterial properties are restored, it is brought to a natural pH balance, and it is naturally softened.

Vortex Water Health Benefits
One of the most important benefits of the Vortex Water is it's effect on one's health and well being.
There is a significant improvement in the taste and feel of Revitalized Water, and drinking becomes a
much more enjoyable experience.
Instant absorption
Revitalized Water is made up of micro-clustered water molecules, which allows it to be instantly
absorbed by your body. The instant absorption of the water means that Revitalized Water will never sit
heavily or slosh around in your stomach, unlike most water, and larger quantities can be consumed at
once which results in better hydration.
Improved bodily functions
Revitalized Water aids in the efficient absorption of nutrients by body cells and the excretion of toxins
from them.
Elimination of toxins and bacteria
The Vortex Water Revitalizer has been proven to eliminate or significantly reduce bacteria, chlorine,
nitrates, and other toxins from water, making it safer to drink and less harmful to the body.
In the shower
Revitalized Water is naturally softened and the quality of the water is significantly improved, making it
an absolute pleasure to shower in. Softer water leaves your skin feeling cleaner, softer and renewed.
Hair is rehydrated and left healthier, softer and shinier. Dryness and/or irritation of the skin or scalp
will be reduced significantly or eliminated.
Improved water quality also allows you to use less soap, shampoo and conditioner.
pH balance
Revitalized Water is brought to a natural pH balance. The ideal pH level of water is 7.0; pH of
Revitalized Water usually falls between 6.8 and 7.2. Water will be brought to a natural pH balance
whether is it too alkaline or too acidic. Drinking water with a natural pH balance will also bring about
a more natural pH balance to your body.

